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Laundry basket

Laundry basket

Product description

Slanting the wires, counter to banal technical standards might seem like a small thing, but it changes everything
The design of the “A Tempo” Laundry basket, which incorporates the same concept that was applied to the products of the same
series released in 2010, takes a fresh look at a typically industrial production concept, an approach derived from the extensive
technological research conducted by Pauline Deltour into wire processing. The objects in this line are made of chrome-plated
steel wire segments, bent and sheared, which are then arranged side by side and joined by simple electro welding (1): the same
industrial technology used in supermarket carts. The Laundry basket was designed with a rather dense mesh that converges on
the steel disc (2) placed like a coin at the bottom of the container. The design, with the wires slightly skewed from the vertical
position, creates an optical effect of crossing lines (3). The ABS tray was already part of our catalog as an accessory of the Dish
drainer, (4), can be used as a cover for the Laundry basket while also providing a useful shelf. The Laundry basket, available in
chrome and white, is complemented by a linen bag made in polyester fabric (5). This second series, in addition to the Laundry
basket, includes an Umbrella stand (6) and a Stool (7).
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Technical notes

APD05 Laundry basket in chrome-plated steel. Fabric lining. Dimensions: ø cm 39,5 - h cm 46 / ø 15½” - h 18”
APD05 W Laundry basket in stainless steel, white. Fabric lining. Dimensions: ø cm 39,5 - h cm 46 / ø 15½” - h 18”
Replacement parts: polyester laundry bag.
Additional project notes

The “A Tempo” family, with the minimal and poetic interpretation of the craftsmenship involved in working with steel wire given
by its young designer Pauline Deltour, turns its attention to three types of home furnishings: an Umbrella stand, a Laundry basket
and a Stool…
Alberto Alessi
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